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"WILD WHITE MEN" IN QUEENSLAND 
[By SIR RAPHAEL CILENTO and CLEM L. LACK] 
(Read before the Royal Historical Society of Queens-
land, March 19, 1959) 
After the "prohibited area" of fifty miles round 
the Penal Settlement at Moreton Bay was opened up 
in 1840-42, waves of minor exploration flowed along 
the two native trails that threaded its untouched 
jungle. They brought to light many odd things that 
had been half-legendary, including several "wild white 
men" living as blacks, with the blacks. Some of them 
played a part later as guides and interpreters. 
In the convict days, and especially under the grim 
threat of Logan's ever-swinging lash (1825rl830), the 
mysterious "bush" with its towering trees, dense 
undergrowth, swamps, caves, fortress-like rocks and 
hills, torrents and tangles of creepers, had seemed a 
haven to many a desperate man. Accustomed already 
to sandflies, mosquitoes and the myriad minor pests 
against which they had no protection in their barracks; 
free occasionally to forage afield where game seemed 
plentiful; (i* in closer contact than free men with the 
half-tamed blacks that haunted the fringes of the 
settlement; and, in many cases, so profoundly ignorant 
that they were unaware of the risks they ran, or 
entirely indifferent to them, they fled to the sombre 
forest, singly, or in twos or threes. Most of them 
hovered on the outskirts of the settlement till famine 
or fear overtook them and drove them back again, 
like truant schoolboys in a day, a week or a month. 
Others died swiftly by spear or club or sheer starva-
tion, lost in the wilderness. Against many a name in 
the faded Convict Register (now in the Oxley 
Memorial Library, Brisbane), the laconic comment 
"RUN" is scrawled; some are shown as "run and 
"returned" several times — one of these being Brace-
well, of whom more later. 
White Men Were "Ghosts" 
The aboriginals who skinned and scorched those 
of their dead up to 40 years of age, who were to be 
(1) The numbers of birds that Uterally darkened the sky at dawn and dusk 
cannot be imagined by people who have not seen them. A century aejo they 
were commonplace; now they are an occasional phenomenon in the far west 
and north. In the unworked areas of the coastal flats north "too poor to feed 
a bandicoot," bandicoots, echidnas, wallabies and many sorts of birds, snakes 
and other native edibles are often still found to be quite numerous. 
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eaten in the process of ceremonial cannibalism common 
on the Queensland coasts above Brisbane, regarded 
white men as "dokkai" or ghosts. (2) A convict, naked 
to the waist, barefooted, inarticulate except, perhaps, 
for a gesture or two or a word picked up by contact at 
the settlement, had a red, sun-roughened skin that 
was convincingly like every bloodless fire-bleached 
corpse they remembered. But all "ghosts" were suspect 
— potentially evil; no dead man's name was ever men-
tioned aloud, for fear he responded malignantly to the 
call. Where, however, some member of the tribe, 
desolate by the recent loss of husband or child, and 
hoping beyond hope — seemed to see a resemblance 
to the dead or, where some incident seemed to identify 
him^2a)^  j^ig strange being emerging from the shadows 
was wildly embraced, and taken to the hearts of the 
whole tribe as one "returned from the dead." 
Once "recognised" by the tribe, the "returned" 
warrior was restored: the tribal scars were re-cut on 
his "red-tender" skin; his successive initiations into 
the various grades of manhood and warrior (or even 
chiefly) status were repeated; and his wife, his 
"children," and anything he had owned were returned 
to his possession. Last of all, to the delight of all, by 
the simple process of picking up the language he 
"recalled" his tribal dialect which he was thought to 
have lost in the "land of ghosts." 
As settlement extended, the hoofbeats of the 
horses of the surveyors and the settlers, flushed these 
wild men from their tribal haunts on the hillsides, or 
in the thickets, like hares from their squats. 
The First Wild White Men 
Pamphlett and Finnegan (April to December, 
1823), and Parsons (April 1823 to September 1824) 
were the first white men known to have lived with the 
blacks m what is now Queensland. The best known 
^^^ "i t i^T'"-^ varied from tribe to tribe. Petrie says it was "Mogwi" round Brisbane; 
Maddar near Noosa; "Makuran" in the Wide Bay area. 
^ ^ ' ^ ^ o u l f ' 1 e " ^ n \ « ' ' ^ r ' ^ ' / ? " ? ' ^""'u^ of " tabu," done in ignorance or carelessness, 
escined wit^ T „ ' ^ n " ' - ' ^ . . ' ^ white skinned intruder. A convict who had 
" d X ba l ' ' in « h 1 ("Duramboi--), saw a clean and beautifully woven 
bones it held he H°iH " \ ' ' T ' "u^^"^ '' ^^^^'^^ °"* "^^ ^ ^-"P'^^d " <>{ the 
bones t h e l d - h e did not realise they were human, and that he had grossly 
desecrated the most sacred of family relics. He had no time nor opportunity 
o reahse u , for (to the horror of Davis, who fortunately for himself wis 
hXr.\i\""'?^~^'' T ' r r ' ^ ^ ^'^"^'^ •^^"'^ by a screaming savage who bashed out h.s brains with a club. "Duramboi" himself told J. J. Knight of this 
• " I t h '" r w- u'""'''^^ " " ^ ° " ^ ^ '^'"'^'^ d^^'h f- I'illing Ws tr ba 
n n n l % ^^- ^ ' ' ^ '"^""'^^ J " the air, he thought the best defence was 
w W h . r . t l v T ' i , ^ • \ l r - l ^ ' « - ' - d "father." Pamby Pamby. a thorough hiding, 
which greatly enhanced his own prestige with the tribe. 
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"wild white men" in the area between Moreton Bay, 
the Darling Downs, and the Burnett area, were John 
Sterry Baker ("Boraltchou" or "Boralsha") ; John 
Graham ("Moilow"); David Braceweh (Bracefield) 
(Bracefell) ("Wandi"); and James Davis ("Duram-
boi"; "Dormboi"; "Tallboy"). 
Samuel Derrington, a more shadowy character, 
was also a "wild white man"; while John Fahey 
("Gilberri"; "Gilbury") might be called the last to 
merit mention. Thomas Pamphlett — one of three 
ticket-of-leave men who by chance discovered the 
Brisbane River in 1823 — may actually have inspired 
Graham, Bracewell, Derrington and Davis to abscond. 
John Baker: In 1825, two years after Pamphlett 
and Finnegan, and one year after Parsons had been 
brought back to civilisation, Edmund Lockyer set out 
to explore the Brisbane River. Because of a report 
(perhaps by Pilot Gray) that "a white man" had been 
seen far up the river, near "Lockyer's Creek," he had 
been particularly instructed to report on "the com-
plexion" of the natives there, among other things. 
Possibly, this well-spread rumour of a white man 
among the blacks sowed a seed of wild hope in the 
heart of John Baker, of Moreton Bay Penal Settlement. 
Born in 1798 he had been just 21 when he had 
been sentenced at the Suffolk Assizes of March 26, 
1819, to life imprisonment for theft and transported 
to Sydney by the "Malabar." On February 15, 1825, 
for some obscure offence in New South Wales, he 
earned a second life sentence and, at the age of 27 
and of "dark complexion, medium height," found 
himself among the "doubly convicted" prisoners at 
Moreton Bay. 
On January 8, 1826, he fled to the "bush." For 
days he wandered, almost starving, along the river, 
and was picked up, near that very Lockyer's Creek, 
by a party of aboriginals, who cautiously fed this 
"dokkai" with scraps of food that he devoured raven-
ously. While the younger savages fidgetted uneasily 
with club and spear, an old woman ran forward calling 
in a high-pitched voice the forbidden name of her 
dead son: "Boraltchou! Boraltchou!" Baker, uncom-
prehending, but thinking it a greeting, answered with 
a smile: "Boraltchou!" It is the native method of 
announcing one's arrival to call out one's name — 
Baker had ensured his survival and, indeed, his good 
fortune. For fourteen years he roamed with this tribe 
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through the Gatton and Laidley area, and up on to 
the Darling Downs (before Cunningham). Life became 
much easier for him in his new social pattern after 
he was given a lubra. This native wife solved the 
problem of foraging for unfamiliar food; and many 
of the other things that made primitive life arduous. 
Life moved again on an even footing for Baker 
"Boraltchou," but one that led always deeper into all 
things aboriginal. Native contacts brought him news 
of the settlement, however, from time to time—there 
was an extraordinary exchange system for news of 
importance from mouth to mouth, tribe to tribe, ^^> so 
that he knew, in time, of the closure of the Penal 
Settlement and the withdrawal of the troops on July 1, 
1839. He knew, too, of Patrick Leslie's invasion of the 
Darling Downs and his half-way trip towards Ipswich 
in July, 1840. Perhaps he shadowed the party. On 
August 4, 1840, the Government officials at the 
Settlement were astonished to see a wild-looking man, 
almost black, with long unkempt hair, speaking halting 
English after 14 years of disuse, who announced he 
was an escaped convict and had come in "to give 
himself up."^ '^ > 
In November, he guided Commandant Gorman by 
a new pass through "Gorman's Gap" and "Hodgson's 
Creek" up through the ranges to the Darling Downs. 
He was pardoned, and for many years he did excellent 
work as guide, adviser and interpreter, but his tribe, 
deprived of his presence and influence, became a terror 
to the district and was ultimately exterminated. 
Parsons and His Companions 
To return, however, to the ticket-of-leave 
discoverers of the Brisbane River before Oxley — 
Parsons, Pamphlett and Finnegan, and their varying 
fates: — Parsons, their truculent leader at the 
outset, <4a) had remained with a war-party of blacks 
(3) For example, ration biscuit , obtained by natives from Illawarra in New South 
Wales was called "Five I s l ands , " as that place wa«. The castaways. Parsons, 
Pamphlet t and Finnegan, had some with them, which they d is t r ibuted to the 
aboriginals of Stradbroke Island. Fifty miles away, and 15 years la ter , natives 
were demanding from newcomers on the Darling Downs "fa iv-a l lan"—biscui ts— 
of which the name and fame had reached them by " b u s h t e l eg raph . " 
<4) J. J. Knight says that " M o p p y " or "Mul tugge rah , " the chief of Baker ' s t r ibe , 
was given a brass plate as "King of the Upper Brisbane T r i b e , " which was 
indignantly resented by his tribal brothers , and the re turn of it was the pretext 
tor Baker s arrival at the set t lement. 
(4a) Parsons may not have been a ticket-of-leave man. Oxley refers to "Pa r sons 
and his companions (though he had not seen him) as though he had been the 
leader Perhaps he was the owner of the boat that was blown away; he certainly 
was the dominant figure. 
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(at Toorbul Point and with other natives), for 18 
months in all; Finnegan, the non-co-operator, who had 
once been marooned for refusing to help hew out, at 
Amity, or Myora, the boat by which they crossed to 
Peel Island and Ormiston, had now become a trusted 
Government guide, and the self-styled "discoverer of 
the River"; Pamphlett was to have a strange influence 
indirectly on the exploration of the Maroochy, 
Tewantin, Noosa, and Wide Bay areas. 
Thomas Pamphlett: He had been sentenced originally, 
on Sept. 16, 1810, at Lancaster Assizes, to 14 years' 
transportation. He was on ticket-of-leave in 1823, when 
he was blown out to sea and forced into his Odyssey 
of discovery, from March until the end of November 
that year. Three years after his return to Sydney in 
1823, he fell foul of the law again. Convicted on 
October 11, 1826, of larceny, he was sentenced to seven 
years' imprisonment at Moreton Bay, where he arrived 
on February 2, 1827 (in Logan's time) on the schooner 
"Alligator." 
He was, inevitably, a person of note in convict 
circles, if only because of his story; his stay with the 
blacks of Bribie Island; and his and Parsons' journeys 
north into the jungles between Caloundra, Noosa and 
Wide Bay during their time there. For him, the Red-
cliffe, Toorbul, and Bribie blacks who had repeatedly 
saved and fed him and his companions, represented 
the kindliest memory of his life. They seemed so to 
some of his hearers, as he told his story in the sordid 
barracks at Moreton Bay. 
One after the other, during Pamphlett's stay in 
the convict barracks, they "cut and run!" 
John Graham: On July 14, 1827, John Graham 
slipped out of the settlement and made for Toorbul 
Point (well above the Pilot Station in the Bay), and 
further north. He was adopted by a tribe near Noosa 
when he was recognised as "Moilow," her dead hus-
band, by Mamba, a woman of the tribe (and, what is 
more, by her two sons Murrow-dooling and Caravanti, 
as their "father!"). 
He lived among the Tewantin and Maroochydore 
blacks for six and a half years, keeping occasional 
contact with the Settlement at third hand, at fourth 
hand, through a string of native contacts as far as 
Bribie Island. 
This "bush telegraph" was in operation for years 
(as events showed) with absolute secrecy concerning 
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themselves and other convict absconders and a con-
spiracy of silence against free men and officials that 
all observed, and that it would have been death to 
break. 
Graham Wins His Freedom 
It was no accident that brought Graham back to 
civilisation. His seven-year sentence was due to expire 
on October 28, 1833, Three days later, on November 1, 
1833, he reappeared in Brisbane claiming to be "time 
expired," but he had counted without a Council instruc-
tion of 1830, which laid it down that time lost by 
absconding might, at the discretion of the authorities, 
be made up by the convict on his recapture. On 
November 16, 1833, he was sentenced to imprisonment 
for 3^ years—till May, 1837. But good conduct made 
him a "trusty," In August, 1836, when news came 
down that white men and a white woman were thought 
to be held by blacks in the bush above Noosa, Graham 
volunteered to find them, saying he knew exactly 
where they were. He was able, partly by means of the 
"bush telegraph," to rescue Baxter (second mate) ; 
and two sailors: Gary and Dayman; and, with Brace-
weh's aid, and greater difficulty, Mrs, Eraser, who had 
survived the wreck of the "Stirling Castle" some 
months earlier that year. They had been held prisoner 
separately, first by the blacks of Eraser Island, and 
later by various groups south and west of the 
Cootharaba Lake area. For his part in this—the only 
one that was revealed in the official reports—he 
received his freedom and £10 (equal to about £200 
to-day), 
Samuel Derrington: Samuel Derrington was the 
next to "run" on December 22, 1827, five months after 
Graham and, like him, via Toorbul, Caloundra, and the 
Maroochy area. The tribes now competed for the 
notoriety of a "ghost" among them and, as Graham 
was established there, Derrington went further north 
with one of the tribes, after the great bunya-bunya 
triennial feast of 1838-39, He reached the Burnett area 
and lived with the blacks there, out of touch with 
white men for nearly nine years. On October 16, 1836, 
two months after the rescue of the "Stirling Castle," 
survivors, he appeared at Moreton Bay as suddenly as 
he had vanished; on April 28, 1838, he was returned 
to Sydney and so, faded silently from the scene. 
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The Story of Bracewell 
Next, on May 14, 1828, David Bracewell absconded 
for six days (May 14-19) ; took his punishment; then 
"cut and run" again for two months (August 20-
October 21, 1829) fohowing the same route to Toorbul, 
to Caloundra, and beyond Maroochydore to near Noosa 
(where Graham was established). What brought him 
back after two months to Logan's lash, cannot now 
be known; perhaps it was fear, or tribal friction, or 
Graham's jealousy of his own position in the tribe. 
When next Bracewell absconded (February 8, 1831) 
he went beyond Graham's area to the protection of 
the warrior chief Eumundi, on what is still marked on 
old maps as "Huon Mundy's Creek." This was the 
chief who later seized Mrs. Eraser from the Frazer 
Island blacks and "domesticated" her at his main 
camping ground in the hills west of Lake Cootharaba 
(she referred to him as "Gormundy"). It was when 
he and the main mass of the tribe had gone 35 miles 
away to fight another tribe towards the end of the 
great feasts at which she had been a "show" for all 
the blacks for many miles, that Bracewell, at a "boree," 
stole her away, as he claimed, and brought her to 
"Wowa" ("place of the crow") from where Graham, 
who undoubtedly had kept in touch with him and the 
tribes since 1833, and now made contact again with 
him, as the evidence shows, subsequently carried her 
on to a rendezvous at a marked spot on the beach 
above Laguna Bay. He had told Lt, Otter that he had 
learned where she was, and expected to bring her 
straight out within 24 hours — as he did, 
"Marriage by abduction" was the rule among the 
Frazer Island blacks who had held her prisoner earlier, 
and who still made up a great part of the blacks at 
the "bora" grounds. 
On certain occasions," as Robert Gibbings says,^^' 
"the young women and widows might take up residence 
at a short distance from the main encampment, and 
this would be construed as an invitation to the young 
men to come and visit them." 
Bracewell took advantage of such a "boree" as 
they were called, to abduct her. He might, he knew, 
win manumission from the authorities if he could save 
a white woman from enslavement in an aboriginal 
tribe. But Graham knew it, too, and government favour 
(5) " John Graham," Faber & Faber Ltd . , 1936, p . 138. 
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was too rare and valuable a thing to be shared! 
If BraceweU's story is true, he was one of the party 
that reached the rendezvous on the coast 30 miles 
south of Double Island Point, where Graham had ar-
ranged to meet Lt. Otter and his soldiers. Graham, 
himself, says he had with him "four natives," when he 
reached the rocks that marked that spot, and, 
"leaving the lady at the waterhole, telling her to 
remain a few minutes, I took the blacks along with me 
to the beach where was Lt. Otter who came to meet 
me in such haste that almost frightened the blacks, 
enquiring where she was." 
(He does not mention Bracewell, but elsewhere 
emphatically asserts that he alone effected Mrs. 
Eraser's rescue). Bracewell, when he saw the soldiers, 
felt the dread of the "old lag" fall upon him like a 
chill, and to reassure himself asked Mrs. Eraser to 
say again that she would speak for his pardon, but she 
said instead, that she would complain of his conduct! 
He fled for his life, back to his forest and swamps 
(August 17, 1836). 
H. Stuart Russell, teUing BraceweU's story ^ ^^  
destroyed its credibility by mistakenly asserting (forty 
years after the event) that Bracewell said he had 
brought her to the outskirts of Brisbane, and that that 
was where he had seen the soldiers and (adds Russell, 
embellishing the story) "trees cut down" and the 
"hoofmarks of horses," etc. 
Eumundi's White Son 
Bracewell certainly saw these, if, as seems likely, 
he secretly took the bush road to Brisbane while 
Otter's party went by sea; watched events from 
hiding; and ultimately gave himself up (as, indeed, 
he did, eight months later: May 23, 1837), for the 
third time. His position in the tribe (he was Eumundi's 
supposed "son" returned from the dead) was doubtless 
most insecure after Mrs. Eraser's escape, and, as he 
said, they resented his action for a while, but after-
wards relented. He returned to them (had he had news 
that Eumundi had died?) in 1839, and stayed there 
till persuaded to come in again by Andrew Petrie. It is 
certain that he was with Eumundi, as his son, while 
Mrs, Eraser was held captive by that chief; that he 
returned to Brisbane on May 23, 1837; absconded again 
(6) "Genesis of Queens land," H. Stuart Russel l ; 1888. Turner and Henderson, p . 258. 
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on July 21, 1839, and was readmitted in June, 1842, 
after Petrie had brought him back. 
Petrie, (^^ who found and restored Bracewell by 
calling him in from the bush by a letter (which he 
could not read), says quite correctly, that Bracewell 
six years before, brought Mrs. Eraser to the bay at 
which Petrie's boat was then lying, and it was, indeed, 
on the beach above this bay, where the hills border 
the swamp, that she was met by Lt. Otter's party 
coming south 30 miles from Double Island Point, to 
the rendezvous arranged by Graham, after messages 
from Bracewell. Returned to civilisation in 1842, 
Bracewell was assigned to Dr. S. Simpson, who thought 
he would be of the greatest assistance in exploring 
the area under his control as Land Commissioner, but 
the unlucky "Wandi" (^^ was killed shortly afterwards 
while felling a tree. 
Mrs. Eraser did not mention Bracewell — how 
could she? She did refer, however, to a white fugitive, 
calling him "Tallboy," her attempt at "Dormboi" or 
"Duramboi," (^> the most picturesque, perhaps, of these 
queer refugees in the bush between Brisbane and the 
Burnett. 
Duramboi's Remarkable Life 
Duramboi: James Davis, "freckled complexion, 
sandy hair, grey eyes," was the son of a Broomielaw 
(Glasgow) blacksmith, and at the age of 19 (Russell 
says 11! Knight says 15!) was sentenced at the Surrey 
Quarter Sessions of July 19, 1824, to transportation 
for seven years for stealing half a crown from a 
church collection. In New South Wales, on January 6, 
1829 (probably while an assigned servant) he was 
charged with robbery and sentenced to a further three 
years at Moreton Bay, as a doubly-convicted felon. 
Graham, Derrington, Bracewell had followed the 
northern trail ; and now, on March 30, 1829, Davis 
also "run." Through Toorbul and the territory of these 
others, he pushed on until he was in the neighbourhood 
of Mt. Bauple and "Duramboi Creek" in the Mary 
(7) "Tom Pet r ie ' s Reminiscences ," C. C. Pe t r ie , 1904. Watson Ferguson & Co., p . 260. 
(8) His native name is given as meaning "Grea t T a l k e r " ; it seems its meaning is 
"Many T a l k s " or " I n t e r p r e t e r . " He was a great wanderer and spoke several 
dialects. 
(9) Meston said the name means " l i t t l e . " Davis was 5ft. 4^/^in. high and Russell 
(who says he was taller than Bracewell) also notes he looked short when he 
put on clothes again; but he also says the name means "kangaroo r a t , " and 
this was the emblem of speed and agility in both of which Davis excelled. 
Russell had the interest (and the oppor tuni ty) to ask Davis himself what it 
meant . 
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River area. Here he was recognised as a son returned 
from the dead by Pamby Pamby <i°) a native warrior 
of the "Gingin-burra" (Kinkin people). In the fourteen 
tyears that followed, he became completely tribalised. 
His chest was cut into parallel ridges — "moolgarra" 
fashion—an old spear wound through the thigh, and 
a gash from a boomerang blow on the right knee had 
left deep scars. He wore the armlets and the neck-
laces of a tribesman, and could, indeed, throw a spear, 
a club, or a boomerang, with the best of them; could 
climb with amazing agility, and could run like a hare. 
He wandered all over the country watered by the Mary 
River (the "Mooraboocoola" or "Monoboola" as they 
called parts of it) and was able to give H. Stuart 
Russell the information upon which he based his 
explorations of that area and the discovery of three 
rivers there. When located in 1842 by "Wandi" 
(Bracewell) for Petrie's party, he thought, at first, he 
had been betrayed by him—"that he might have his 
reward; that his back might be spared the scourge 
for hunting Duramboi down . . . for having broken 
faith with his fellow-runaway and outlaw"; and 
screamed a native war challenge at him.^ ^^^ 
Back in Brisbane, he was manumitted and ulti-
mately married. His wife carried on a crockery store 
for him in George Street, on the west side about 100 
yards north of Queen Street, where Tritton's furniture 
store now stands. He more and more sank back into 
native immobility; was aloof to strangers, answered 
less and less and, finally, no questions except to people 
he knew well and to a half-caste son who occasionally 
came out of the bush to visit him. He died in May, 
1889, leaving some £10,000 and was, strangely enough, 
one of the first substantial donors to the Brisbane 
General Hospital. 
Thomas Pamphlett (continued): So much for the 
men inspired to abscond, perhaps, by Pamphlett 's 
eulogies upon native kindness and the freedom of the 
forest. He, himself, made no attempt to escape as the 
years wore on, until, goaded perhaps by the gibes of 
his later hearers (but with only nine months of his 
seven-year sentence to go!) he ran away from the 
Settlement on January 10, 1833. But the bush had no 
(10) This was the black who had the watch of one of the two shepherds tortured 
to death and eaten by this tribe at Kilcoy, where 70 natives had died by 
poisoning from arsenic in flour (Sir Evan Mackenzie's station). A newspaper 
ni\ n the time stated that the blacks were led or accompanied by absconding convicts, 
(11) Russell: op.cit., page 277. 
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appeal — age and years of prison had blunted the edge 
of his initiative—he crept dejectedly back next day! 
On October 22 of the same year, having completed his 
seven years sentence to the day, he was returned to 
Sydney, time expired, for release. He died there and 
was buried at Penrith. 
Craig and Fahey 
Richard Craig: The help that Baker, Davis and 
Bracewell gave the authorities in discovery etc., 
remind us of Richard Craig, who was not a transported 
convict, but was destined like the others, to play a 
part in early discovery. He emigrated to Australia, 
free, on the ship "Prince Regent" and was apprenticed 
to a stonemason. At the age of 16, on September 15, 
1828, he was convicted of cattle stealing and sentenced 
to death at Sydney. His sentence, however, was com-
muted to seven years' hard labour in chains at Moreton 
Bay under Logan, where he arrived on January 24, 
1829, one of 137 miserable felons aboard the 
"Edinburgh." 
He absconded and returned twice that year, 12 
days in March and again between September 20 and 
November 10, (Braceweh had absconded from August 
20 to October 21 of that year.) He made his final break 
on December 17, 1830, but not north again via Toorbul 
or Burpengary. Avoiding the areas where Graham 
and Davis were established, he made an astonishing 
journey south through the bush to what is now the 
border, and then through the New England area down 
to Port Macquarie, which he reached early in 1831. 
It was on his information, it is said, of a great stream 
running from the New England ranges, thickly 
wooded with cedar, that the schooner "Susan," owned 
by Thomas Small, entered and sailed up the Clarence 
River, 
John Fahey: John Fahey (Fahy) ("Gilberri" or 
"Gilbury") was the last of the wild white men in this 
area that merit mention here, and he, only because he 
absconded from Grose's Farm in distant Monaro, on 
March 6, 1840; was recaptured; absconded again on 
November 11, 1841, and was retaken; but, finally, got 
clear away on April 24, 1842, and proved the possibility 
of making a longer journey than Craig south to north! 
He made his way as far north as those same Bunya 
Mountains (Blackah Ra.) beyond the Glasshouses, 
that Davis, Derrington and Bracewell had known, and 
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there, over a wide stretch of country and for 11 2/3 
years he, too, lived with the blacks. 
First, he was in the Wide Bay area, and then at 
the Pine River as the squatters by-passed him on the 
way to Wide Bay (1844-47) and finally when they 
occupied the Pine River (1845-50) in the dense scrubs 
of the Bunya Mountains. Many attempts were made to 
capture him, but they were unsuccessful until late 
December, 1854, when Lieutenant Bligh came upon 
him unexpectedly and seized him. The blacks with 
him resisted violently and, at one time, it looked as 
if Bligh and his party would be beaten off. However, 
Fahey himself seemed glad to surrender. 
The day of the "white aboriginal," the "dokkai" 
of the natives, had been done for years. The aboriginal 
no longer believed white men and women were rein-
carnated blacks; the settlers no longer needed help in 
exploration. The "Black War" was in progress and 
friends of the blacks were suspect—perhaps with good 
reason—or went at times in fear of their own lives 
among their black tribal brothers. 
Officialdom casually awarded Fahey a year's 
imprisonment on the roads in chains; and forgot him! 
As guides, interpreters, and advisers to exploring 
parties, some of the "wild white men" had been par-
ticularly valuable. "Boraltchou" Baker was the first 
white man to see the Darling Downs; "Moilow" 
Graham was the first white man to live in the 
Tewantin area; "Wandi" Braceweh at Eumundi, and 
"Duramboi" Davis near Mt, Bauple, were the first in 
the Wide Bay and Burnett areas, and the journeys of 
Davis took him 500 to 600 miles north. 
James Murrell or Morrill: One other that merits 
attention was James Murrel or Morrill, who spent 17 
years with the blacks of North Queensland. He was 
the sole survivor of the barque "Peruvian," lost in 
February, 1846. 
First White In North Queensland 
James Morrill can justly be regarded as the first 
white resident of North Queensland. He was adopted 
by a tribe who roamed a territory reaching from the 
Burdekin to Cleveland Bay, where the city of Towns-
vflle now stands. By progressive initiation he became 
a full member of the tribe with the virtual authority 
over it of a chief, wandering up and down the coast 
with this particular tribe, between Mt. Elliott and 
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Port Denison. Before long, he was hardly distinguish-
able from his fellow tribesmen, his long, matted beard; 
wild, unkempt shock of hair falling in a mane over his 
shoulders; and his limbs and brawny torso burnt black 
by constant exposure to the hot northern sun, giving 
him the appearance of a ferocious aboriginal. 
But during all his wanderings, in which he lost 
all account of time, Morrill never relinquished hope 
of one day returning to civilisation. He is reported 
to have climbed Castle Hill, Townsville, several times 
hoping to signal passing ships, and he instructed the 
natives to inform any crew which might land in search 
of water, of his existence. It is indeed possible that 
their eagerness to fulfil his instruction and attract his 
attention of white men, caused the death of one of 
them and the wounding of another, when crew 
members of H.M.S. "Spitfire," (which reached the 
mainland on September 15, 1860 and took observations 
for latitude and longitude at Cape Cleveland), fired 
on them. From time to time also, word reached Morrill 
of white men on horseback, and he believed that one 
of these was speared by the natives for having fired 
upon them while they were holding a lament for the 
death of an old man. 
In December 1862, while MorriU's tribe was 
hunting kangaroos near a station on the Lower 
Burdekin, natives told him they had seen shepherds 
with sheep and dogs, and white men on horseback, 
driving cattle and cracking a stock whip, which they 
believed was a gun. A gin told him of a hut and 
sheep-yard she had seen where there were two white 
men, with "red blankets hanging on a fence" and 
"dogs barking." Morrill decided to t ry to make contact 
—a dangerous undertaking in view of his wild 
appearance.. 
After washing himself thoroughly in a waterhole, 
and cautiously approaching their crude stockyard, he 
mounted the top rail of the fence (where the dogs 
could not reach his bare legs), and called out: "What 
cheer, mates?" 
Startled to hear an English voice in such an 
isolated place, a man came running out of the door 
of the hut, and on seeing the shaggy barbarian 
perched like a crow on the fence, stopped in his tracks, 
and shouted to his mate, "Fetch the gun; there's a 
naked yeller man on the fence!" 
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"I'm a British Object!" 
"Don't shoot," shrieked Morrih, "I'm a ship-
wrecked sailor! I'm a British object!" (He meant, of 
course, "subject," but after 17 years, his EngUsh was 
almost forgotten). 
The astonished shepherds, whose names were 
Wilson and Hatch, took him into the hut and gave 
him a meal of "damper" (flour mixed with water and 
baked), but he refused to drink a mug of tea, saying 
it was "too sweet." Having lost ah count of time, 
Morrill could hardly believe it when they told him 
that the date was Sunday, January 25, 1863, and that 
he had been 17 years with the natives! 
The blacks, demonstrative and primitive as they 
were, shed floods of tears at his leaving, for they held 
him in great affection, then and always. 
After a fortnight's stay with the shepherds he 
was left in charge of Mr. Salting at Hiffling cattle 
station until the return of the "Commissioner's 
orderly" from Fanning River, and was then brought 
to Bowen, where he was feted by the residents, who 
took up a collection to provide for his immediate 
needs. As soon as possible he was taken to Brisbane 
by James Gordon, sub-Collector of Customs at Bowen, 
and was welcomed almost as a celebrity, by the 
Governor (Sir George Ferguson Bowen) and other 
notables. His return to civilised life was signalised by 
his appointment to the post of bonded warehouse-
keeper at Bowen, and he also acted as one of the crew 
of the pilot boat there. He built a cottage on a Bowmen 
ahotment; married the Police Magistrate's housemaid; 
and had one son. 
In January 1864, he accompanied George Elphin-
stone Dalrymple's expedition to Rockingham Bay as 
an interpreter; and, in April 1865, he "made history" 
by delivering to the master of the schooner "Ariel," 
the first bonded goods ever to arrive at the new 
seaport of Townsville. 
Morrill was only 41 when he died at Bowen on 
October 30, 1865, amid the grief-stricken wailing of a 
mob of blacks. The hardships he had suffered during 
his primitive life among them, had undermined his 
health, but the primary cause of death was the inflam-
mation of an old spear wound he had received on one 
knee during his wanderings. To the end of his life, 
the most friendly relations existed between him and 
the blacks, and he frequently took part in their 
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corroborees on the outskirts of Bowen; indeed, patheti-
cally enough, the last word he uttered was 
"corroboree." 
Under the Civil Service regulations of the time, 
Morrill's widow was entitled to a gratuity of £50; and 
his son to £15 per annum for maintenance and 
education. But, in spite of strong representations on 
their behalf, the gratuity was never paid, and Morrill's 
services to the State were never officially recognised. 
Perhaps they couldn't produce his birth certificate, or 
union ticket, or whatever corresponded among the 
petty bureaucrats of that day to evidence of the dead 
man's identity—or that he had ever existed! 
Boroto's White Gin 
Barbara Thomson: Not only men, but occasionally 
women lived, by choice or by force, among native 
tribes. The best known example, of course, was Mrs. 
Fraser, wife of the captain of the wrecked "Stirling 
Castle," who was a prisoner from May to August 1836. 
The most dramatic story, however, is that of 
Barbara Thomson. Early in 1845, the "America," a 
cutter, had left Moreton Bay, with a man named 
Thomson, his wife, Barbara (a native of Aberdeen), 
and four other men, in an attempt to salvage oil from 
a whaler wrecked on Bampton Shoal. A long and 
arduous search failed to locate the wrecked whaler, 
and bitter quarrels broke out among the party. What 
happened is a mystery that will never be solved, but 
it seems that two of the men were accidentally 
drowned, and a third was left marooned on an island, 
perhaps 250 miles north of Brisbane. Barbara 
Thomson, her husband, and the other man, sailed the 
"America" in the direction of Torres Strait with the 
apparent intention of making for Port Essington, but 
the cutter was wrecked in April 1845 on the east coast 
of Prince of Wales Island ("Muralug"). The two men 
were drowned (or murdered), but Barbara Thomson 
was saved by the local natives. 
One of them believed she was the reincarnation 
of his departed daughter Gia-Om, and she was hence-
forth known by that name, Boroto, Chief of the tribe, 
took possession of her and, like the native women, she 
took her part in the ordinary chores of the camp, 
fetching wood for the fires, digging for roots and 
grubs, and so on. Boroto was proud of his "white gin" 
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and she was treated with greater deference than the 
native women, but this aroused their jealousy and she 
was the target for their malice. 
Later on, she was taken to another island, to the 
north, believed to be Badu, where a white man calling 
himself "Wini" or "Wingai" ruled as chief. He either 
did not understand, or pretended not to understand, 
English, and they talked in the Muralug dialect. He 
told her he had come to Badu by boat after killing his 
four companions, and had become a Badu warrior, and 
speedily Chief of them all, by simply killing every 
rival. His head-hunting warriors were under strict 
orders to behead any white man who landed on Badu, 
and to attack any visiting ship. (Over the years, he 
and his retainers became the scourge of the islands. 
He was ultimately killed by a white man, reputed to 
have been one of the Jardines from Somerset outpost, 
Cape Pork Peninsula). 
"Too Much Talk That One!" 
When he learned of the presence of a white 
woman on Muralug, he was anxious to add her to his 
harem, and demanded that she be brought to Badu. 
It was a summons that could not be ignored, and 
Boroto, quaking, took her to Badu. The cold-eyed 
"Wini," decorated with shark's teeth, and wearing a 
pair of trousers, received her in state. He asked her 
at once to stay with him on the island, but after some 
further talk flew into a passion and ordered her and 
her party to return to Muralug at once. Barbara was 
either unable, or refused ever to explain why Wini 
lost his temper and "sacked" her from the prospective 
post of chief wife of his harem, but Frank Reid in 
"Romance of the Great Barrier Reef," gives this ex-
planation for what it may be worth: He says that an 
old man on Badu, who was a boy when the white 
woman came to the island, explained many years after; 
"One time Wini hear about a white Mary on Muralug. 
She been come to Badu. No good that one, talk, talk, 
all-a-time. Altogether too much talk that one!" 
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Whatever the reason, "Wini" sent Barbara away, 
and she never saw him again, ^^ i^ 
Accurate "Bush Telegraph" 
An extraordinary incident linked this "wild white 
woman" with Duramboi, the "wild white man" of Mt. 
Bauple, who had recently returned to civilisation. 
J. J. Knight in "The Early Days" quotes Dr. Lang as 
saying"—pp. 109/110:— 
"I met with Davis quite accidentally at a 
squatter's station on the Pine River, where he 
arrived . . . along with four black natives . . . in 
the performance of a most benevolent action. A 
person of the name of Thomson, having gone some 
time before along with his wife and three men, in 
a boat, on an expedition to the northward (where 
a vessel had been wrecked on the coast) in the ex-
pectation of finding something valuable at the 
wreck, and having never returned, there was a 
report in circulation at Brisbane that the four men 
had all been murdered by the black natives, and 
that the woman was still alive among them. Davis 
had known the parties, and commiserating the case 
of the poor woman, he had generously offered to 
proceed to the spot, a distance of about 250 miles, 
and to bring her back or ascertain the truth concern-
ing her . . . As Duramboi struck into the forest, 
with his gun over his shoulder and a kangaroo dog 
on a leash at his side, followed in Indian file by the 
four black-fellows, I believe each (of us) offered a 
silent prayer to the Almighty for their success. 
Davis, having proceeded to the spot where the 
murder was said to have happened, ascertained that 
the report had been unfounded, the boat having 
swamped and all on board having perished before 
reaching the land."— 
But, in fact, this was quite incorrect; the "bush 
telegraph," on the other hand had again accurately 
carried the news of this strange incident almost 2000 
miles down the coast from tribe to tribe. 
(12) John MacGillivray. who was aboard H.M.S. " R a t t l e s n a k e " a<i naturalist , and 
recorded Barbara Thomson 's story, said that the white chief " W i n i " nr " W i n e a i ' 
was probably a run-away convict from Norfolk Island. Ion Idriess. who gives 
a dramatised version of the story in "hies of Despair," suggests it v.ji'; more 
likely he escaped from Moreton Bay, from which the chan i f s of reachinp: Badu 
Island along the coast were much greater than from Norfolk Island. (Compare 
the astounding tr ip of Bryant 's convict party in an open lioat, from Sydney to 
Timor—3,500 mi les ) . Did " W i n i " perhaps escape with four others and kill 
them on making l and? There is no foundation for the idea (based on Barbara 
Thomson 's belief he was a Frenchman) that he escaped from New Caledonia. 
The first convi-t shipment arrived there years after she had \\oor\ rfs 'uccl . 
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Duramboi went to the scene of the first tragedy, 
250 miles north of Brisbane. Barbara Thomson was 
already, indeed, a white lubra 2,000 miles north, at 
Muralug. 
Three years later, she was rescued by a party 
from H.M.S. "Rattlesnake" on October 16, 1848, at 
Cape York Peninsula. 
While they were ashore a number of blacks from 
Muralug (Prince of Wales Island) appeared on the 
beach. With them was a naked woman, who broke 
away and ran towards the white men, crying in tones 
of piteous entreaty, "Don't leave me; I am a white 
woman!" (Her skin was tanned almost black from 
exposure to the sun). She was taken aboard by the 
astonished men from the ship, where she toM her 
amazing story. 
When Barbara Thomson returned to Sydney she 
was a healthy and handsome young woman of 20. She 
was restored to her parents; later, married again; and 
died in Sydney in 1912, at the age of 84. 
Narcisse Pelletier 
C. D'Oyley Aplin, who had succeeded Frank 
Jardine at Somerset, as Resident Police Magistrate, 
wrote to the Colonial Secretary at Brisbane on May 
11, 1875, stating that, on May 5, Captain Fraser, of 
the brig "John Bell," of Sydney, had brought in a 
white man whom he had found among the natives of 
the north-east coast of Queensland at a spot opposite 
Night Island, about 13 miles north-west of Cape 
Sidmouth, 
Narcisse Pelletier, a Frenchman who lived for 17 
years with the aboriginals on the north-east coast of 
Queensland, was perhaps the most remarkable of 
Queensland's "wild white men." 
A French Castaway 
D'Oyley Aplin forwarded with his letter copy of 
a statement made by Captain Fraser of the pearling 
ship "John Beh." Captain Fraser said that when 
Pelletier was rescued from the blacks he had almost 
forgotten his native tongue, but had not forgotten how 
to wTite his name, and that, since then, he had re-
covered his native tongue sufficiently to relate details 
of his past life, Pehetier said he was the son of Martin 
Pehetier, a shoemaker, and his wife Alfonsine, and 
was a native of St. Gile, a fishing vihage on the 'west 
coast of France. He was one of the survivors of the 
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French ship "St. Paul," from Bordeaux, which was 
wrecked on Rossel Island, in the Louisiade Archipelago 
on the evening of September 30, 1858. 
Pelletier was a boy of 12 at the time and was one 
of six persons, including the captain, who left the 
wreck in a boat to try to reach New (ialedonia. They 
had little water and after travelling some 600 miles, 
they put into a bay on the Queensland coast—believed 
to be in the neighbourhood of Cape Direction—to 
obtain a fresh supply. The boy Pehetier, ih and weak, 
lay down under a tree and, when he fell asleep, was 
abandoned. For three days he lived on fruits and 
berries, and then was found by a small group of blacks, 
who fed him with coconuts. 
Their tribe, which Pelletier cahed the Macadamas,^'^ 
adopted him and named his "Anco," Although they 
treated him kindly, they would not allow him to com-
municate with passing ships. As the years passed the 
French castaway grew into a tall, powerful man, 
marked with large ridged initiation scars on his 
abdomen, chest, and right shoulder; with the septum 
of his nose pierced; and the lobe of his right ear per-
forated and stretched downward into a ring, northern 
native fashion. He became one of the great warriors 
and hunters of the tribe; and was tanned so dark, by 
constant exposure to wind and sun, as to be scarcely 
distinguishable from an aboriginal, 
D'Oyley sent him to Brisbane by mail steamer, 
noting in his report to the Colonial Secretary that he: 
"presumed the Vice-Consul for France, M. Forrest, 
will reimburse the Government for this expense, and 
will take steps to have him forwarded to France, 
where he is desirous of going." 
Pelletier returned to France, and his subsequent 
life is largely speculation and conjecture, but, some 
years later, persistent reports were current among 
northern prospectors that Pelletier, pining for his 
former life among the blacks, had returned from 
France and resumed a primitive life of hunting and 
fishing with the northern aboriginals. It was rumoured 
that he had been seen at Cooktown in 1881, and had 
left, later, in a pearling boat, for Cape Direction. 
A Mysterious White Savage 
Later again, a report was current that a tall white 
savage, who could have been Pelletier, was living with 
(13) Mbakandarian tr ibe at Princess Charlotte Bay. 
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the Staaten River blacks, on the west side of Cape 
York Peninsula (Pelletier would then have been about 
35 years of age). 
In 1930, the late Frank Reid ("Bih Bowyang"), 
at his home in Bowen, told one of us (C.L.L.) that two 
men, Martin and Culpin, who were searching for 
sandalwood between the Nassau and Staaten Rivers, 
reported to the police at Cooktown, about 1885, that 
they had met a white savage in company with blacks 
on several occasions. He was as naked as his savage 
companions and his ears were ornamented with pieces 
of wood almost 4in, in length, Pelletier—if the strange 
white man was Pelletier—only came close enough to 
speak—no nearer. One evening, on returning to their 
camp, they discovered that several illustrated papers 
were missing. These were recovered in an abandoned 
blacks' camp some days later and were covered with 
"French words written in charcoal." 
(Unthinkingly they destroyed the papers, which 
might have established the identity of the mysterious 
white man). 
Twenty-five years later, in 1910, a prospector 
named Owens was searching for traces of gold in the 
dry bed of a creek running into the Staaten River. 
Towards dusk, as he was about to return to camp, he 
looked towards the right bend of the creek and saw a 
tall, naked, copper-coloured man with a long white 
beard, staring at him. Three aboriginals sat on the 
grass behind him. Owens called out a cheery greeting, 
and the man on the bank replied in a foreign language. 
He then pointed to several fish lying on the grass, and, 
followed by his black companions, disappeared into a 
belt of scrub, Owens took the fish to his camp and, 
next morning, left a small bag of sugar on the spot 
where he had found them. That evening there was a 
fresh supply of fish on the bank of the creek, and 
the sugar had been removed. The prospector left the 
locality next day and did not see the strange white 
man again. If he was, in fact, Pelletier, he would then 
have been about 54 years old—but the mystery was 
never solved. 
"Wild White Men" of To-day 
Narcisse Pelletier was not the first nor, it appears, 
the last, to prefer the society of the blacks to civilisa-
tion. In the Brisbane "Courier Mah" of March 12, 1959, 
appeared a paragraph relating to Michael Fomenko' 
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a well educated, athletic young man, son of a scholarly 
father, and grandson it is said, of a Russian noble. 
He had "gone bush" in the far north of Queensland 
and had just been rescued by aboriginals on the coast 
from his crude dug-out canoe not far from Leppetier's 
Night Island. In the "Sunday Mah" of March 8, 1959, 
moreover, it was reported that another "wild white 
man," seeking to live among the aboriginals in Central 
Australia, had been sentenced for vagrancy and, having 
served his time, was leaving to rejoin his tribe. A 
photograph showed him painted and armed, posed for 
a corroboree. 
De gustibus, non est disputandum! 
This very day (March 19, 1959), the "Courier-
Mail" on page 22, carried this further curious 
comment:— 
DARWIN. — Central Australia's 'wild white 
man,' Geoffrey (Jo Jo) Adams, who prefers to live 
with aboriginals, has been warned that he is liable 
to arrest for doing so. Director of Welfare (Mr. 
H. C. Giese) said here yesterday: Tt is an offence 
for white men to cohabit with natives and severe 
penalties are provided by law.' Adams claimed in 
Alice Springs last week that he was an initiated 
member of Amatjira tribe. Mr. Giese said officers 
of his department had already warned Adams of 
the consequences of trying to live with natives. It 
is an offence for anyone to be within five chains of 
a native camping place. 
"Adams, who claims to be tired of the white 
civilisation, must now either live alone as a hermit 
or return to the white society he dislikes," 
In these days of lip service to "integration" of 
white and black, it is a paragraph that raises quite a 
number of questions, but provides, one thinks, no 
answers. 
